How to cite *Mental Measurements Yearbooks* and test reviews

General format for *The Nineteenth Mental Measurements Yearbook* and subsequent volumes:


For example:


To cite a test review from a print volume:

Reviewer, R. R. (date). [Test review of <insert Test Title>]. In A. A. Editor, B. B. Editor, & C. C. Editor (Eds.), *The spell out number mental measurements yearbook* (pp. xxx-xxx). Lincoln, NE: Buros Center for Testing.

To cite a test review retrieved via an aggregator (e.g., EBSCO or Ovid), use the format above but omit page numbers.

To cite a test review from Test Reviews Online:


Sample review citation from print volume:


Sample review citation from Test Reviews Online:

General format for *The Ninth Mental Measurements Yearbook* through *The Eighteenth Mental Measurements Yearbook*:

Editor, A. A., Editor, B. B., & Editor, C. C. (Eds.). (date). The *<spell out number> mental measurements yearbook*. Lincoln, NE: Buros Institute of Mental Measurements.

For example:


To cite a test review from a print volume:

Reviewer, R. R. (date). [Test review of <insert Test Title>]. In A. A. Editor, B. B. Editor, & C. C. Editor (Eds.), *The <spell out number> mental measurements yearbook* (pp. xxx-xxx). Lincoln, NE: Buros Institute of Mental Measurements.

To cite a test review retrieved via an aggregator (e.g., EBSCO or Ovid), use the format above but omit page numbers.

To cite a test review from Test Reviews Online:


Sample review citation from print volume:


Sample review citation from Test Reviews Online:

General format for *The 1938 Mental Measurements Yearbook* through *The Eighth Mental Measurements Yearbook*:

Buros, O. K. (Ed.). (date). *The <provide date or spell out number> mental measurements yearbook*. Location: Publisher.

For example:


To cite a test review from *Yearbooks* published between 1938 and 1985:

Reviewer, R. R. (date). [Test review of <insert Test Title>]. In O. K. Buros (Ed.), *The <provide date or spell out number> mental measurements yearbook* (pp. xxx-xxx). Location: Publisher.

To cite a test review retrieved via an aggregator (e.g., EBSCO or Ovid), use the format above but omit page numbers.

Sample review citation: